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Abstract:
Social network analysis is one of the fields in the social sciences which went through a huge devel-
opment in the last two decades. With the availability of newer tools and methods, in-depth analysis 
of huge networks became possible resulting in important results at various fields. Despite this ad-
vancement, the strength of a tie – a foundation of this theory – is still a hot topic in SNA. This paper 
aims to provide another approach to tie strength, which is based on one of the internal properties 
of agents manifesting in human interactions – fairness. An analytical model of tie strength is intro-
duced focusing on fairness concerns of people towards each other. The model is analyzed and an 
experimental method is shown to test the model. Also pilot results are introduced.
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1.	 A short introduction – Social network analysis

A social network consists of a finite set or sets of actors and the relation or relations de-
fined on them [1]. Actors can be people, institutions, or groups of people or institutions. 
Network theory emphasizes that while standard sociological research focuses on an indi-
vidual element of the society, a fundamental element of being a society is the connection, 
or relationship between the elements forming the society [1]. Being in a social network 
has many advantages. It produces various kind of capital, for example social capital or 
sometimes economic capital. Other very important roles of social networks are giving 
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way to spreading of information, new ideas, promoting and producing collective action 
etc.

Since there are many approaches to functions of networks, the number of possible param-
eters defined as ties is also huge. Generally the ties are defined according to the processes 
they explain – or the conducted research. 

The use of more complex indices to as tie strength is practical in the research of personal 
relationship and social support. Also social relations – unable to be described by only a 
simple parameter – are crucial in economic actions as well [2]. There were many attempts 
to capture the complex nature of social relations using multiple-item indices. For example 
[3] uses scales for love, commitment and investments in close personal relationships. 

Determining network tie strength is a problematic task for network sampling, as people 
often refer to different notions, different concepts. In [4] the authors found that the best 
measure for tie strength was the closeness or intensity in a research of best friend ties. 
Also duration was more important in this regard than kinship and frequency was only 
weakly associated with duration or closeness. In a study of searching for jobs Wegener 
determined some aspects of tie strength; intimacy, formality and leisure [5]. Closeness, 
duration and frequency were strongly related to intimacy, what should be the most conse-
quential property of social ties.

Some of these properties can be measured explicitly – frequency, duration –, while some 
others – closeness, leisure, intimacy etc. – can only be determined subjectively. Objective 
measures are relatively easy to obtain and they can be compared to the nodes and ties. On 
the other hand subjective measures are sometimes hard to interpret, but are more influ-
ential in certain processes. They’re collected using surveys, which have their limitations 
([6] gives a summary on these problems) and thus give subjective opinion, or ‘subjective 
strength’.  

One of the most productive approaches using a subjective measure was Granovetter’s 
‘strength of the weak ties’ hypothesis [7], [8]. Granovetter suggested a simpler classifica-
tion of ties (strong and weak) and associated several phenomena with these types. I clas-
sified this measure as subjective as it’s composed of multiple factors including subjective 
measures as well.

Relationship between people can also be described by the fairness of their behaviour 
towards each other. People generally have certain internalized fairness norms, but the 
application of fairness norms with various people is different. We are willing to give, but 
not to everybody. We’re also willing to punish people, but do not care to punish everyone 
– especially when punishment is not ‘free’.
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Objective measure Subjective measure
Existence Love
Duration Commitment
Kinship Closeness

Frequency Intensity
Reciprocity Intimacy

Formality
Leisure

Fairness concerns, fair behaviour
Table I.: Objective and subjective measures of network strength

Each of these measures is clearly assigned either as objective, or subjective measure. 
Fairness however is only partially objective. People may be asked how fairly they would 
behave, they’d also even provide answers, but the correct test of fairness is a real situa-
tion. Before discussing these methods in detail, a short review of fairness models is given 
and the integrated fairness network (IFN) model is introduced. 

2.	 A short introduction – fairness models

The selfishness principle is a general assumption in economics. It means, that the only 
goal of the atomistic actor is to maximize its own well-being, thus has no concern for 
the other actors’ well-being (nor for the effect of their actions on others). In impersonal 
exchanges – markets – this assumption may be valid, but behaviour in interpersonal ex-
changes can’t be explained by selfishness. Many economists have pointed out that people 
do care for others’ well-being in some situations [9-12] (for further references see [13], 
[14]).

The existence of other norms and behavioral patterns was proven in numerous experi-
ments [15-17]. People often not only care for others’ well-being, but also are prone to 
punish those who treat them badly [18-22]. Also the effect of certain types of relationship 
was shown [23], [24].

Based on experimental methods and results several analytical models of fairness, altruism 
and reciprocity were developed [25-28].  A more thorough review on these models may 
be read in [29], [30]. 

The most important feature of these models – from the point of view of this paper – is 
the model of inequality aversion [26]. The main assumption of this model is that people 
are hurt by perceived inequality in every aspect. Thus in real situations people are hurt if 
they get either better, or worse off than others. Fehr and Schmidt define this assumption 
in a utility model describing the utility depending on the payoffs of the individual, and 
the other individuals – they tested the model using game theory, so the notion of payoff 
is used commonly in this paper as well irrespective of its non-material meaning in some 
situations. This model structure emphasizes that the individual always compares payoffs 
to its own payoff. Fehr and Schmidt also point out that for example in firms, the effect 
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of comparative wages on job satisfaction is very strong. Also they refer other literature 
showing a strong relationship between an individual’s job satisfaction and the difference 
between the earned wage and the expected wage for a given job. 

The structure of the model is the following [26]:
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In this model π denotes the payoff of the individuals and the parameters α and β denote 
the individual’s fairness preferences. According to this model, fairness dictates equal 
sharing, so when this is violated, the fairness concerns ‘kick in’ to decrease utility. The 
two terms following the payoff denote the fairness concerns, as they are bigger than 0 
only if an unequal share is given.  

Generally this model says, that an individual’s fairness preferences shall be interpreted as 
the ‘strength’ of these two terms – as such, they’re described by α and β. Also note that 
this model assumes quantifiable payoffs. The comparison of payoff is made with every 
other person in the given situation. So if the parameters (α, β) have a relatively big value, 
inequality has a huge negative impact on the individual’s utility, the individual has strong 
fairness preferences. 

Fehr and Schmidt give numerous experimental results which are well explained by this 
model. The model is applied to ultimatum games (see [15] on the ultimatum game), pub-
lic good games and even the prisoner’s dilemma giving good explanation for each game. 

Since this model contains differentiation between different individuals, the assumption of 
inequality aversion may be extended by raising the question of inequality of people in the 
inequality aversion. We are more ‘sensitive’ to inequality versus one person than versus 
another. It was also shown in experiments that in public good games, the contribution – a 
way of promoting equality – is substantially larger when the group consists of friends 
[31].

Taking into account the difference between the relationships between people – the ties 
in their network – and inequality aversion, a model can be created incorporating both of 
these factors influencing human behaviour.

3.	 The integrated fairness network (IFN) model and its 
field of application

As described in the previous section concerns for equality, fairness and the relationships 
all influence behaviour. The IFN model has the following analytical form for dyadic 
interactions: { } { }jiijijiiijjijiii c0cc0cU π−πβ−π−πα−π= ,max,max

     
  (2)
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This model extends the model proposed by Fehr and Schmidt by including an additional 
parameter cij into the expression. This parameter describes the tie strength between the 
actors, a number without dimension, between 0 and 1. 

If the strength of the tie is 0 (cij=0), then the individual does not have any fairness con-
cerns towards the other actor.  In this case (2) is simplified to Ui=πi, meaning that an 
individual cares only for its own material well-being. If the strength of the tie is 1 (cij=1), 
then the individual’s fairness norms dictate that equity is fair. In this case (2) is equivalent 
to (1) for dyadic interactions, the model proposed by Fehr and Schmidt. 

The role of cij is dual in this model. It is a multiplier of the effect of the fairness concerns 
(the negative terms). It means that when a person is interacting with someone important 
to him (somebody with a strong tie), the effects of fairness concerns are proportional to tie 
strength. The more important the parties in the interaction are to each other, the stronger 
the fairness concerns’ effects are. In other words, people are nicer with their friends.

Fairness concerns also depend on the strength of a tie. If somebody is interacting with 
a friend (cij is close to 1), then equality is percieved as fair behavior. In other cases an 
unequal outcome is preferred – this goes against the assumption inequality aversion. This 
means that fair behavior is percieved to be different when interacting  friends and when 
interacting strangers.

In analytical terms, the IFN model’s maximum (the maximum of the individual’s expect-
ed utility) is strongly influenced by cij (unlike in the model of inequality aversion, where 
it always corresponds to equal outcomes). Just like according to the phrase ‘all people 
are equal, but some are more equal than others’ [32], this model says, that we perceive 
different levels of equality as ‘fair’ depending on what relationship we are in with the 
other person.

Figure I.: payoff ratio perceived as ‘fair’
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Figure I. shows how ‘fairness’ is perceived in different ties. In this figure – and in the fol-
lowing explanation of the model – I assumed a simple situation, a dictator game. It is a 
simple voluntary sharing of goods. A person – or player i – receives a certain amount of 
good and is given the opportunity to share with another person.

This figure only shows where the fairness concerns does not decrease the utility when 
playing a dictator game with another person. In other words, giving this much does not 
‘hurt’. Nor does the person feel guilt because of not giving enough to the other person, 
nor does he feel envy that the other got too much. So if the tie is strong, the preferred 
payoff – speaking about fairness only – is the equal splitting. If the tie is not very strong 
(but >0), then the preferred payoff ratio is somewhat unequal. If there’s no tie at all, self-
ish behavior is predicted by the model. 

Figure II.: the utility given by the IFN model (α=2 and β=1.4)

The functions in Figure II show the model at given tie strengths. Note that as the stron-
ger the tie gets the more equal split of goods results in the maximal utility. But under a 
certain strength the maximal utility corresponds to the completely unequal splits, giving 
nothing to the other person (with the current values given for Fig II. it’s between 0.4-0.5 
and below). 

In the literature describing experimental economics, the notion of ‘Perfect Stranger’ (PS) 
is often used. It refers to a person, with whom the subject of the experiment is not related 
in any ways [33]. Intuition would suggest that in the IFN model it would mean that the tie 
strength versus a PS is 0. However this is not the actual case. Several experimental stud-
ies of DG show that people are indeed willing to share goods with PSs voluntarily [17] 
especially if their decisions are heavily guided by norms [34].
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This suggests, that being in the same group with the other party to share with – it may be 
no less in this case than just being a human being! – in itself presents a connection, thus 
yield some preexisting fairness concerns. But computer experiments also show for exam-
ple that if people know they’re playing UG with a computer, their acceptance threshold 
changes [35]. 

The IFN model also presents a different approach to fairness norms.. If we assume that 
people always try to behave as fairly as their norms dictate – since we accept utility maxi-
mizing behaviour as a dominant behaviour and assuming the IFN model we do so –, then 
we can also conclude that the tie strengths may be examind by forcing people to make 
choices where their fairness norms should play key roles. 

So given such choices an individual’s ties can be mapped. Mapping ties is commonly 
used in sociometry, but also uncovering informal networks is very important at organi-
zations or certain groups. Since the IFN model describes ties as an analytical quantity 
– measurable and comparable -, the network ties may be described by cij values, thus a 
network can be mapped. Using these games along with survey methods the networks can 
be explored in a different way, asymmetries and relations can be explored

In practice the games are useful for exploring informal networks before forming a formal 
network. This can be put into good use in firms before creating research groups or work-
groups. Sometimes it is useful to have existing informal networks among employees [36] 
in workgroups, and also the fairness norms in the group may be important – especially 
when the group will face situations requiring cooperation. The IFN model and the games 
introduced in the next section help in examining these norms, and exploring the networks.

4.	 Experimental methods and results

The experimental setup

Of course mapping these ties means that the individual is put into such situations with 
everybody who is important in the individual’s network; or a group of people is forced 
into such situations with each other. This can’t be realised with ordinary means, but the 
tools of experimental economics and game theory may be used.

The two basic types of games used in fairness research are the ultimatum game (UG) and 
the dictator game (DG) [15]. Both games implement sharing of certain goods. While DG 
is a voluntary sharing of a given quantity of goods, UG is more similar to bargaining. In 
the UG there’s a ‘Proposer’ and a ‘Responder’. The quantity of goods to share is given 
and the Proposer offers an amount of that good to the Responder. 

The Responder then decides if he accepts the offer. If he does, then the quantity of goods is 
given to both parties, while if he refuses, neither of them get anything. In all of the games, 
the quantity of goods to share is known to the players, but their identity is kept hidden 
from each other. So by using ordinary UG or DG the tie strength can’t be investigated.
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However when these rules are changed and the Proposer gets to know the Responder’s 
identity, both UG and DG results change. In researching the application of the IFN model, 
such modified forms of UGs and DGs were used. 

An experimental group consists of 6 people, 2 perfect strangers, and 4 non-strangers 
(preferrably friends). The first step of this experiment is a survey, where the tie is mapped 
using sociometrical methods (selecting tie strength on a scale of 0; 1-5). The experimental 
games discussed in this paper involve two person DGs, but also note that 3 person DGs 
along with 2 and 3 person UGs were also conducted. There were a different number of 
games (50-60 per person) for the test groups and the number of the games was not known 
for the group at the beginning of the experiment to avoid trend effects to some degree. 
Also according to the basic rules of experimental economics, the players were given 
money depending on the outcome of the experimental games. 

The experimental results and model parameters

Based on the DG-s and UGs the strength of the tie between two players can be deter-
mined. If a player is a Proposer in a two person DG, then the offer given by the player 
depends on strength of the tie to the Responder. If the strength is below a given level, then 
the Proposer will propose 100-0 as a division. (In the analysis I assumed that α=2 and 
β=1.4.) If the tie is strong, then an equal split (50-50) is proposed in the DG.

As Fig. II. shows the strength of a tie (from the Proposer to the Responder) can be deter-
mined based on the offer of the Proposer until a given level. However if a 0 offer is given, 
then the strength of the tie can only be determined to be within a given interval (0-0,4). 
For example if the offer was a 65-35 split then the tie strength is approximately 0.55. 

This situation is more complex in UGs. In these games the Proposer has to approximate 
the expectations of the Responder. Namely the Proposer has to approximate how strong 
the Responder’s fairness concerns are. (Note that the Proposer’s identity is unknown 
for the Responder, so the decision of acceptance or refusal of the offer does not depend 
on their relationship, but on the Responder’s own fairness concerns.) If the Responder 
accepts the offer, then it was in the interval defined by the Responder’s fairness con-
cerns, while if the Responder refuses the offer, then it was not. Hence if multiple UGs 
are played, the basic fairness concerns of the players can be mapped. The offers from the 
Proposer on the other hand reflect his basic fairness concerns. 

As noted before, the experimental sessions also included 3 person DGs and UGs. In these 
games the Proposer had to make an offer for two responders (who knew each others’ 
identity). In UGs one of the responders had the opportunity to react, the other was just a 
‘passive’ player. The explanation of this game is not in the scope of this paper (nor are 
results described). The 3 person DG is a good way to make a Proposer differentiate be-
tween two other players (his identity is still unknown). So if Responder 1 is a friend of the 
Proposer and Responder 2 is a PS, then it’s expected from the Proposer to give an offer 
reflecting this difference, for example 50-50-0. A very interesting situation occurs when 
the proposer plays with two friends. In this case the offer clearly shows if the Proposer 
feels differently towards the Responders – the most interesting phenomena occur if the 
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Proposer reports the two Responders as equally important in the survey. In this case even 
the slightest difference between the offers has a meaning.

4.1.	 Case study – a common grudge

There were 11 experiments conducted so far. One is shown (group #7) in this paper in 
details as a case study to show an interesting observation and general data from another 
one (group #9) is shown as a short comparison with previous experimental data. 

Group #7 consisted of a usual setup of 4 friends and 2 perfect strangers. The group of 
friends had an interesting composition as it included a brother and a sister which presents 
a huge bias. There was also a member who barely knew two of the others – so this group 
was far from the ideal group. Note that it’s hard to gather adequate groups, as the subjects 
interpret ‘friend’ differently. (For some subjects ‘friends’ were indeed close friends, for 
others they were simple classmates). This mixed pattern of relationship is shown in the 
socioletric survey as well, seen in this table below. (The colours correspond to the experi-
mental results’ conclusions, it’s discussed later.)

Reported rel. F1 F2 
(PS)

M1 F3 F4 
(PS)

F5

F1 0 5 4 0 0

F2 (PS) 0 0 0 0 0

M1 5 0 3 0 0

F3 5 0 2 0 4

F4 (PS) 0 0 0 0 0

F5 0 0 0 3 0

Table II.: The reported relationships (survey results)

So the reported relationships also show that the experimental group was not perfect (0 
– unknown; 1-5 subjective friendship level). The two real PSs (F2 and F4), but to some 
extent F5 can also be classified as a PS, as she only know one other person in the group, 
F3 (F – female; M – male). Also their tie as they report it is not very strong. 

The strength of the ties was calculated using DG results only in this case, with the method 
introduced in the previous section. The following table shows the tie strengths based 
on the two person DG median offers. There were 1-3 games played for the players – 
some players weren’t DG Proposers at all, since the computer assigns pairs randomly. 
The colour codes represent the following: green – consistent behaviour (with self and/
or survey); red – the common grudge (presented in details); brown – sister and brother 
(presented in details); blue – not clearly consistent/inconsistent. 
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Calc. Rel. F1 F2 (PS) M1 F3 F4 (PS) F5

F1 1 0.15 0.35

F2 (PS) 0.78 1 0.78 0.44 0.78

M1 1000 1 0.19 0.54 0.22

F3 1 0 0.33 1

F4 (PS) 0.61 0.26

F5 0.19 0.15 0.62 0.35

Table III.: tie strength (cij) calculated with the IFN model

Missing numbers correspond to that some people weren’t assigned as proposers with 
others. As the numbers in green show the behaviour and the reported relationships are 
mostly consistent. It’s important here to point out the results of F2. Despite being a PS 
she consistently exhibited strong fairness concerns towards the group members, and less 
strong towards the other PS. So she consistently did not behave as a PS, which has to do 
with her general attitude towards other humans.

The most important behaviour was shown by F1, M1 (sister-brother) and F3. The survey 
has shown, that the brother and sister had a good relationship, and a less strong one with 
F3. In the experiment though, it seemed that they had a common grudge against F3 – de-
noted with red. They consistently (twice) gave unequal share in the DG to F3. Also F3 
did give a low amount to M1 – still we have to emphasize that Proposer anonymity was 
assured during the experiment. 

The behaviour of the brother and sister was also very interesting (brown). In the survey, 
they reported a strong relationship, but DGs proved that it’s biased in favour of the sister. 
She gave an equal split in the DG, but the brother gave all of the goods to the sister (that’s 
the reason for the 1000 value of cij in this case). Clearly, this couldn’t have been shown 
using the survey.

As this table shows the survey results and the experimental results were consistent in 
most of the cases. The contradicting data showed an interesting pattern – the brother and 
sister showing a common grudge against a third person – which again was not presented 
in the survey. 

4.2.	 A general result compared with previous experiments

The results of the experiment conducted with another group gave a better general picture 
of fairness concerns. The group consisted of university group members, so the original 
experimental setup of 4 friends and 2 PSs was overridden this time. The players in these 
two experimental groups knew each other. Their relationship was mixed (from simple 
classmates to good friends), they were all girls. However the results were surprising. 
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Figure III.: results of DG (right) and UG (left)

The right figure shows the offers in DGs in the group, while UG behaviour is shown in the 
figure to the right (Blue – offers; red – accepted offers; green – rejected offers). According 
to the earlier results [17] the DG shows that people do not care for the other. Note, that in 
that case, anonymous people play the game. Violating the rule of anonymity did in fact 
show, that people do care for others, if there’s a connection between them as 20% of the 
propositions was an equal split in the DG. Also note the peaks in the propositions at third 
and tenth of the total amount of goods. 

The figure at the left on the other hand is in line with earlier results at low propositions. 
A key difference in case is that we see a peak at 0.38 meaning that when somebody re-
ceived 38% of the goods as an offer, he or she accepted it! This happened in 35% of the 
UGs, which is a substantial result. In these UGs the total amount of goods was 8000HUF 
and this proposition corresponds to offering 3000HUF to the Responder and keeping 
5000HUF – so in this case round numbers also played a role in the decision. The total 
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amount of goods and the fact that everybody knows that they were only related loosely 
with each other explain this frequent offer and the high acceptance rate.

4.3.	 Future steps in the experiments and general remarks

Realizing experiments with such complex underlying assumptions has many difficulties. 
Due to some technical barriers I wasn’t able to completely separate the PSs from the 
friends group. This introduces sympathy to the experiment which presents a bias in the 
results. Also since to adequately map a network a relatively large number of experimental 
rounds is required, the experiment takes a long time (~30-40 minutes). Thus some trend 
effects and also fatigue effects bias the experimental results. Since in some cases the 
games are not very easy to understand (especially three player games), and the UGs and 
DGs change randomly, errors are also committed (a few subject indicated that they made 
a mistake when making an offer in a DG or UG). 

Also the explanation of the behaviour is given based on data only. Another post survey 
asking questions about specific behavior patterns (like the common grudge here) shall be 
introduced if interesting phenomena are seen in the results.

Even though randomity is assured in the experiments, it may result in the same pairs play-
ing the same roles in two consequtive turns, which is not practical – it gives an immediate 
opportunity for reconsidering the Proposer’s decisions. It’d also be practical to assign ‘in-
teresting’ pairs during the experiment to further investigate their behavior. It also involves 
real-time analysis – a difficult, yet not impossible task to realize. 

The future develpoment of these experiments (besides the mentioned technical upgrades) 
means generally focus on a given game type as the current experiments take a quite long 
time (with the pre and post surveys). The frequent change of games causes mistakes, 
which may distort experimental results. A shorter experiment with less game types yields 
more accurate results (less mistakes, and weaker trend effects), but yields more costs (to 
preserve real-life behaviour the rewards shouldn’t be decreased).   

5.	 Conclusions

In this paper a new approach to the strength of a tie was introduced and some experimen-
tal results were shown. The IFN model shown in this paper assumes that the tie strength 
between people is mainly reflected in their behaviour towards each other. Thus this model 
mainly describes the situations where the payoffs of players is known so that players can 
judge if they’re better or worse off than others due to their behaviour – thus the fairness 
concerns can come into play. 

Analysis has also shown that the model explains interesting phenomena which were ob-
served in earlier experiments and the results introduced point out other interesting behav-
iour patterns. The future development is mainly aimed at experimental fields. Currently 
it’s difficult to give clear values to the tie strengths, because the basic fairness norm 
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strength (α; β in the model) is relatively hard to determine. Also another limitation of the 
experimental use of this model is the network size. With a network size of 6, 15 pairs can 
be created randomly, thus it requires at least 5 turns (3 pairs per turn) to have everybody 
play one game turn with everybody else, not even considering the different roles in the 
games. Of course only one game turn is not enough to draw conclusions. 

The IFN model is an important change to previous fairness models, since it connects two 
distant fields in sociology: social network analysis and fairness theories. As such it will 
hopefully present a more measurable quantity for describing tie strength contributing to 
both fields.
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